PRISTINEXPERIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
BALI PACKAGE- 8 DAYS/ 7 NIGHTS – INR 43800 /USD 684 per person
For Group of 6 people on twin sharing in modern 3 Bedroom luxury pool
villa
We can do smaller or larger groups do tell us your requirement and we will try
to get you the best ….We have 2 bedroom villas and 4 bedroom villas too in our
collection!
Package includes :
- Stay in 3 bedroom luxurious Private Pool Villa in appropriate location in
Bali close to famous beaches , shopping , restaurants and night life
- Cleaning charges
- Pickup and drop to Airport
- Sight seeing Trips as outlined and customized to what is your interest in a
convenient 7 seater vehicle with English speaking guide .We will also attempt to
show you some places and things not covered by most tour operators (some
secrets of Bali) as we are giving you our experience of living here for a long time
,if time permits as our tours let you relax and enjoy everything that you set out to
see and don’t want you to be a hop off and hop on visitor to Bali.
We are quite sure you will fall in love with Bali and want to visit it again with
more days to explore more of this true pristine gem . We have 14 days/ 13 night
packages too!
Package does not include –
-

-

-

Entrance fees to Theme Parks, Adventure sports and shows .
Alcohol and other beverages
Cost of various activities like water sports ,adventure sports enrolment
The same varies according to your food choices and we could manage it
for you best based on good quality wholesome food at good restaurants
and entry to your choice of places you want to see in the most optimal
way. If you feel like cooking we could help you buy grocery from different
parts of the world including India.
Airfare to and from Bali as it depends on route and carrier you would like
,we can assist you with the booking of flights if you tell us your preference
and have your confirmation ( Airfare from India varies from INR 22000INR 45000)
GST as prescribed by Indian tax rules on advance to be paid in India for
booking villa

BOOKING & PAYMENT CONDITIONS
* the client provides the flight booking details (reservation number, arrival &
departure data), number of people and rooms
* the agency confirms the hotel & transfers and sends the booking confirmation on the

payment of the booking warranty fee (‘x’ INR/ USD)
* the client pays the above ‘x’ INR/USD as a warranty to keep the booking valid and is
non refundable in case of cancellation
*the remaining ‘ y” $ is paid by the client in cash to the agency representative - on the
day of arrival, before the villa check-in
Amount of ‘x’ and ‘ y’ will be informed at the time of booking
DISCLAIMER
*before booking kindly check the availability of villas
*day plans can be switched within the same prices, according to guests preferences,
weather and activities availability

